
200 dpi file is already 16 times bigger than the 75
dpi file!

A quick check of the illustrations in last month’s
issue will show some breakup of image of the E V
Price cover on p.11. Even with  the overly dark
inking of the printed image, some breakage of the

image is obvious in both of the text blocks at the left
side of the cover. The same breakup of text is visible
in the return address of the D. I. Bushnell cove at the
bottom of p.12. Yes, I’m being picky but, for clarity
sake, 200 dpi TIFF please (or a good photocopy –
generally they run 400-600 dpi).

A. PERFIN WORTH $4,000.00?
Jacob Kisner (#2168)

In the September 2001 issue of The Perfins Bulletin
(p. 118), John Lyding tells us about a Canadian
cover bearing pattern IC/R which he describes as
unique. Unfortunately (or fortunately, as you may
consider it), this cover has at least one almost
identical mate recently featured as the main item on
the cover of Longley Auctions Sale #4, November
21, 2001. Also, at least three other covers with perfin
pattern IC/R, each also almost identical to the cover
shown by Lyding, are known to exist in collectors'
hands.

I illustrate this surely rare (although not unique)
cover below. If you will refer back to your
September issue of the Bulletin and compare our
cover with the H. W. Harrison cover, you will note
many similarities which will at first make you think

That you are looking at the same cover. Harrison's
cover has the corner card of the Intercolonial
Railway of Canada at lower left -- as does the cover
illustrated here. Also, there are two stamps on each
of the two covers –a Canadian small queen (Scott
#37) and a 5c dark green registration stamp (Scott
#F2). All bear the perfin pattern IC/R. Harrison's
cover has a cancel dated DE 1 93 while the one
illustrated here is dated AU 1 94. The illustrated
cover has two strikes of the R in oval, designating a
registered cover, while the one shown in the
September Bulletin has just one strike.

Although we now know the cover illustrated in
the September issue of TPB is not unique, it is
unquestionably a gem. And so is the one shown
here. And so are at least three other similar
covers somewhere out there.

And now to the money angle: how much is a
perfin cover like this worth? Longley Auctions
values theirs (lot 128) at $4,000.00 Canadian! At
the current exchange rate this would run about
$2,600.00 U.S. A nice hefty sum any way you
look at it for a perfin on cover. Add to this
Longley's 15% buyer's premium --and you have
a perfin asking to be noticed. Small wonder John
Lyding noticed it!

Another Web Site
Mike Falls (#LM131) writes: “There is some
perfin info about the Faroe Islands at:
Jeffreycrown@faroestampsite.com

“Dr. Crown is a friend who collects & exhibits
Faroe Islands and he has a very nice site about

Faroe Is. stamps & postal history, most of the site
is his own collection.  There might be some
interest among our membership.”

So if you are interested in the stamps or perfins of
the Faroes, here’s a resource to review.
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